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ADVENTURES IN RAINBOW COUNTRY
One of the highest rated weekly Canadian TV shows of all-time, this iconic
series features the adventures of teenager Billy Williams and his Ojibway
friend, Pete Gawa, filmed on location in spectacular northern Ontario.
26 half hour episodes

BABY ANIMALS
Get up close and personal with this round-the-world tour of the first
magical hours, days and weeks in the lives of baby animals, featuring the
diverse, yet heart-warming, variety of new life in the wilderness.
4 one hour episodes

THE BABY HUMAN
The fascinating developmental secrets of the human baby, from birth to
two years of age, explored with an episodic focus on each of movement,
perception, communication, emotion, socialization and the theory of mind.
6 one hour episodes

BEASTLY COUNTDOWN
A light-hearted countdown of the unattractive side of the animal kingdom
to determine which species are the top ten ugliest, scariest, laziest,
nosiest and most annoying animals on Earth.
5 one hour episodes

BUCK STAGHORN’S ANIMAL BITES
If you think living in the animal kingdom is about serious survival, be
prepared for some serious laughs! Host Buck Staghorn takes us on a
misguided tour of hilarious wildlife antics - the very ‘nature’ of comedy.
26 half hour episodes

DAY OF THE GROUNDHOG
A definitive examination of both the biology and sociological impact of a
creature that is both reviled for its tunnel-digging capacity, yet revered to
the extent that it has a day named in its honour.
One hour special

MATT & JENNY
The adventures of two kids orphaned on their Atlantic crossing, running
away across mid-1800’s Canada in search of lost relatives, assisted by a
mysterious gentleman and a bushman they’ve befriended.
26 half hour episodes
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MOTHER NATURE
The true stories of the animal kingdom as told by the voice of ‘mother
nature’ to an inquisitive child (asking in voice over) about the spectacular
natural behaviours of wildlife around the world.
42 half hour episodes

WILD GUESS
The original kids wildlife quiz show featuring wildlife video clips from
around the world, in which two teams of 8 to 12 year-olds compete to
identify animals, their habitats and fascinating behaviours.
52 half hour episodes, or Format available

WINGS IN THE WILDERNESS
The original true story of a family of Canada Geese becoming imprinted on
Dan Gibson and his family, to the point where they need to be taught to fly
and can be filmed close-up by a model plane in flight.
One 90 Minute Feature Film
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